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Abstract
The most popular form of lexicographic exemplification is plain-text transcript. Apart from the doubtless advantages of such a quotation method, it may be perceived as a kind of trade-off when considering readability,
accessibility, simplicity, accuracy, and even the logistics of a documentation project. Another approach is to gather
and present excerpts in the form in which they were originally published, that is, as the clippings from publications
(this is referred to as photodocumentation).
The photodocumentary technique is a distinctive feature of both the National Photocorpus of Polish and its
Korean and Vietnamese descendants. The main goal of the first of the above-mentioned projects was to describe
around 250,000 lexical units, which would be enough to outperform all of the 20th-century dictionaries of Polish.
Even more momentously, the process was entirely corpus-driven – that is, all of the principial lexicographic works
preceding the project were intentionally ignored. As a result, the material contains largely the words of which
linguists were unaware of or which were perceived as later neologisms under leading derivative models of Polish.
This article describes the projects from their early stages, namely the acquisition of printed materials, to the final
level of development where an electronic lexicographic tool is made available to both amateur and professional
users. Also described is the struggle to avoid unthinking imitation of p-lexicographic techniques. The methodology
had to be adapted to meet modern web usability standards.
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1. Introduction
Lexicography, from a discipline built around traditional, deeply philological methods, has
transformed into an interdisciplinary field involving both linguistics and computer science.
This transformation is well reflected in many aspects of the National Photocorpus of Polish
(NFJP) project and its Korean and Vietnamese descendants.
Three key ideas behind this lexicographic project are outlined in the following sections.
1.1

Photolexicography

Firstly, the project is based on photolexicography, a documented subdiscipline of applied
linguistics in which every lexical unit is presented in exactly the same form as it appeared
in print, along with its lexicographically relevant context (see Figure 1).
The method, which originated nearly a decade ago, is still progressing dynamically, not
only contributing to the development of the basis for lexico-derivational models of 20thcentury Polish, but also finding applications in a variety of new analyses, descriptions and
glosses.
The advantage of the photodocumentary approach to quotation is that it prevents the
risk of erroneous recreation or inaccurate recording of text, and, what is more, it presents
maximally complete information, preserving both the textual contents and the original
typographic layout (Malek, 2008; Wierzchoń, 2009).
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Figure 1: Vietnamese excerpt in the original form, that is, as a clipping from a publication (an example of photodocumentation)

1.2

Demonstrative dictionary

Figure 2: Extracted from Словарь богатств русского языка

Secondly, the NFJP project aims to create a demonstrative dictionary – a new type of
work with its origins in Russian lexicography, as described in the 2003 work Словарь
богатств русского языка (Figure 2; Kharchenko, 2003).
The authors of the original demonstrative dictionary aimed to present the wealth of the
language and its curiosities of which people become unaware through everyday experience
(Bobunova, 2013: 180). Aimed at the promotion of the lexical abundance of the Russian
language, the project popularised, among others (Kharchenko, 2015):
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• rare words discovered in texts and historical dictionaries, recorded with a view to
reviving them;
• aphorisms that are not commonly known, mostly taken from the works of local
writers from the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s;
• extracts from literary, popular-scientific and scientific texts where a given word
was used in such a way that it deserved recognition and quotation;
• biographemes (биографемы), namely microdescriptions of family history and genealogical notes;
• attestations of the use of metaphors in the periods in which they were formed and
when the motivational basis for formulating them was clear.
The above list does not exhaust the contents of the dictionary, but it enables us to
comprehend the intentions of its authors of the enterprise. It also records idioms, sayings,
proper names and lexical items used solely by particular authors.
There are numerous analogies between the premises of a photocorpus and the concept of
a demonstrative dictionary, which lead us to consider NFJP a distinctive variety of the
latter, referring to a related lexicographic tradition and a similar means of preservation
and promotion of a national legacy.
Despite the fact that the two projects are closely related, one can distinguish methodological differences, which is evidenced by the fact that in its nature the demonstrative
dictionary is a traditional work and the material contained in it is a result of decades of
manual gathering of words (Kharchenko, 2015), as such an activity is described by (Malek,
2008).
1.3

Electronic lexicography

Thirdly, not only is NFJP a repository of lexical inventory, but it is also an e-lexicographic
tool (for instance, involving such features as e.g. morphological tagging and searching with
the use regular expressions – see Section 3.1).
Nowadays both the theory and practice of lexicography are deeply rooted in information science, which is reflected in the present work as well as in the NFJP project and
methodology.
With the transformation of lexicography, the issue arose as to whether a theory setting a
new direction for computational studies should be devised. Some claimed, however, that
lexicographers should adhere to the concepts dating from the era of p-lexicography. A
potential advantage of electronic dictionaries over traditional ones, as noted by (Nichols,
2010), is liberation from the limits set by the space taken by entries concerning their number and exemplifications as well as the length of the definition. Such limits are practically
non-existent in the case of electronic dictionaries.
In the pre-electronic era the immediate elimination of errors was impossible – this difference is also indicated by (Nichols, 2010), who states that error correction can be performed
online at any moment.
The above-mentioned possibilities can be recognised as reactions to problems of which
traditional lexicographers are commonly aware. The advantage of e-lexicography is the
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fact that a website constitutes a much more effective material than paper, due to its
interactivity.
As a point of reference, one may consider a division of e-lexicographic tools into four
categories (Tarp, 2011: 57–62):
1. digitised dictionaries, originally published in paper form;
2. dictionaries originally developed in a digital form, although with data structured
as in traditional dictionaries – despite the more effective access (e.g. due to the
headword search function) these are projects based on utraditional models and
concepts which have been taken over uncritically from the era of p-lexicography;
3. tools with dynamic contents and dynamically generated data, crossing the borders
of conventional lexicography, offering configurable functions enabling the dictionary
to be adjusted to specific needs and expectations;
4. e-lexicographic tools, that are expected to be implemented in the future, which
will enable one to combine the data from a previously prepared database with the
data accessed online, so that it will be possible de facto to create and re-represent
entries in real time.
One may familiarise oneself with real interactivity through two existing collections. These
examples of projects from the third of the above categories are Den Danske Ordbog and
the Macmillan Dictionary and Thesaurus.
Contrary to that which traditionally oriented scholars might claim, abandoning the idea
of planning and developing a dictionary in its traditional form is a necessary step in order
to access the broader perspective of contemporary lexicographic tools (Gouws, 2011).
Viewing online dictionaries as a search tool and abandoning the vision of a repository
containing data or a conventional dictionary, allows their usability to be tested in a way
which has been successfully applied to IT systems (see Heid, 2011).
1.4

Photographic quotation: a desirable practice or a foreign body in the
world of e-lexicography?

The description contained in the preceding section may give the impression that a photographic quotation is in some ways incompatible with the idea of e-lexicography, and that
NFJP might be considered an example of a project based on uncritically acquired models
and concepts from the era of p-lexicography, as it was put by (Tarp, 2011).
The methods applied in the process of searching for textual attestations and edition of
entries undoubtedly fit within the discipline of computational lexicography, and are far
removed from the traditional conservative approach to lexicography (Piotrowski, 2001;
Atkins & Zampolli, 1994; Boas, 2009). Is it not the case that a photographic quotation,
being a digitised form of paper material, reintroduces old models and concepts into a world
which has the aim of reforming them? A text presented in the form of raster graphics
resembles the worst practices of website creation.
To avoid this situation, actions were taken to adapt the concept of photographic quotation
developed for paper publications to the reality of modern lexicographic applications. While
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photographic quotations were still demanded for each item, the contents of the exemplum
were also required in the form of regular text. At the present stage of development of the
project, this is text that is recognised automatically. In the future, manual verification
will be made possible.
An exemplum obtained in such a way is used as the alternative text of a photographic
quotation (for search engine robots and people with disabilities), but with the help of
developed tools, phonetic transcription would be possible, for instance. In this way we
attempt to combine the accuracy of documentation with the possibilities related to access
to the content of the quotation.
Naturally, the above discussion does not exhaust the issue of the position of NFJP in the
world of contemporary e-lexicography – this question, considered in more general terms,
is addressed in the next section. The present study describes the projects from their early
stages, namely the acquisition of printed materials, to the final level of development where
an electronic lexicographic tool is made available to both amateur and professional users.

2. The process
Not to mention the problems of digitisation, difficulties abound even when the materials
have already been scanned, analysed with OCR software and tokenised. Because of OCR
errors, some kind of positive lookup is helpful in order to select promising lexical units
for further analysis.
The following sections describe these difficulties, as well as the process of verification and
editing of units by qualified annotators. Figure 3 is an illustration of the entire process
of creating the NFJP resource described in this part of the article, and may be helpful in
resolving any ambiguities.
2.1

Acquisition, preparation and preprocessing of the materials

At the current stage of the project’s development, materials from in-house digitisation
(referred to as the non-electronic canon) have been used in addition to materials from
Polish digital libraries (the electronic canon). The non-electronic canon consists of approximately 4,000 books received free from non-electronic libraries which planned to recycle
them, while 2,000 additional books from the electronic canon were selected to balance the
corpora diachronically.
Information exchange at Polish digital libraries takes place using the OAI protocol. Most
of the publications stored by dLibra 1 are from the pre-war period, up to 1939. The digital
libraries also store various types of collections (printed matter, press cuttings, audiovisual
materials). As a result, over a period of more than 10 years, a collection of over three
million digitised library items has been built up. This material is described according to
the Dublin Core scheme.
Unfortunately, the Polish digital library system does not offer normalised metadata, such
as publication type or even year of publication, which are vital for many purposes. The
1

A program used for the collection, editing and sharing of digital publications, developed at the Poznań
Supercomputing and Networking Centre.
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Figure 3: The process of creating the NFJP resource
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structured data available via the OAI-PMH mechanism contain subject, type and date
elements, but the practice of their use varies between and within libraries, so that automatic or semi-automatic normalisation had to be performed to convert this data to a form
that would be easily usable by a computer program. Consider, for example, the following
instances of text contained in the date field:
1884
20 stycznia 2010


post 1741


ok. 1930
1920.03.27
1936.11.18
1785-1819
1983

XVIII/XIXw.
mar-09
1852 November

rok obiegu 1940


ca 1914
b.d.


192?
1877
22 II 1763
ante 1945
19w.
12 III 1763


1836
27-lut-08

1944 (Ausgabe Nr 1)
1850 ?


ok. 1850


post 1658
1800/1900
lata miedzywojenne
lata 30. XX w.
poczatek XIX w.

Moreover, resources are available in different file types, so that within one digital library
some publications may be published as multiple PDF files, and others as single or multiple
DjVu files.
Before further processing, the materials obtained from these two heterogeneous sources
were unified to single DjVu files, and for each of them XML files containing information
about the text layer were created (with the use of the djvutoxml command from the
DjVuLibre package). Years of publication from the electronic canon were normalised using
a rule-based algorithm which selected the most pessimistic option, that is, the last year
valid for a given textual date or period. Not only the date field was used, but also the title,
which sometimes contains a more specific date (for example, there are cases where the
date field contains a period, while there is a four-digit year within that period available
in the title field).
2.2

Selection of lexical units for further processing

The content of an XML word tag was treated as a token, normalised, and inserted into a
relational database with the structure presented in Figure 4 (names of tables and fields
are self-explanatory). Obviously, not all of the unique tokens are correct Polish words (in
fact, only around 10–15% are). To ensure low editing costs, because of OCR errors some
kind of positive lookup needed to be used to select only promising lexical units for further
analysis.
The first method that comes to mind is the use of dictionaries, and naturally this was attempted. However, the intention was to apply also a more sophisticated solution involving
the generation of verba possibilia.
This term was coined to describe artificially created words on the basis of how morphological derivation works in a particular language. These few examples shed light on the
method:
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Figure 4: Schema of the database used in the process of selection of lexical units

• naukowoczysty ‘scientifically clean’ (concatenation of naukowo ‘scientifically’ and
czysty ‘clean’);
• panna-wdowa ‘spinster-widow’;
• samozaciemnienie ‘self-blackout’ (concatenation of samo ‘self’ and zaciemnienie
‘blackout’).
One can also formulate rules to create unknown but probable words using the right-sided
derivation, for example, using the equivalent of the English suffix -zation/-sation – Polish
-zacja, Vietnamese hóa or Korean 화 (hwa):
• bình thường hóa ‘normalisation’
• cách mạng hóa ‘revolutionisation’
• chính thức hóa ‘*officialisation’ (forms marked * probably do not exist within the
English language, but the assumption that they will never be used in texts would
be unreasonable)
• hoạt hóa ‘*activisation’
• hợp lý hóa ‘organisation’
• 표준화 ‘standardisation’
• 세계화 ‘globalisation’
• 식민지화 ‘colonisation’
Many more unexpected findings can be obtained using two other methods applied within
the NFJP project. The first of them is based on the assumption that unrecognised tokens
that appear in a text in the context of known words are more likely to be correct Polish
words than those which are never present in such a context. The second is the simple
character-level n-gram word model (Jurafsky & Martin, 2000).
2.3

Verification and editing process

To verify the correctness of OCR and tokenisation, the panel shown in Figure 5 was
prepared (the one shown was used during the preparation of the Great Photocorpus of
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Figure 5: Initial verification of OCR for the purposes of the Great Photocorpus of Korean. The task of the reviewer
was simply to check whether the highlighted word was equal to that recognised automatically

Figure 6: Editor’s panel – part presenting the analysed unit
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Korean, described more profoundly in Section 4; in case of other language variants it is
analogous).
The approved units are then reviewed and annotated by editors with a strong linguistic
background, who determine the lemma, the part of speech (in the case of phrases, instead
of verb, for instance, verb phrase is presented as an option), and other grammatical
categories (Figure 6). For the purposes of editing they are able to see the usage of the
word in a broader context, up to the whole page.
During initial photodocumentation work, excerpts were cropped manually, as they were
expected to meet certain rigorous conditions. Subsequently, as projects became more and
more massive, steps were taken to make the cropping process fully automatic. Somewhat
unexpectedly, the results of automatic methods proved to be indistinguishable from the
manual ones, even without the use of machine-learning solutions. The currently utilised
script uses heuristic methods based on recognised orthographic text (so as to take sentence
beginnings and endings into account) and words’ coordinates.

3. Functionality
The NFJP project is currently a fully functioning website, providing useful features for
both amateur and professional users (see Figure 7 presenting entry structure). There are
some new advanced features that will be released shortly; these will be discussed in a
separate section below.
3.1

Publicly available

3.1.1 REGEX-based searching
The NFJP engine allows one to use Perl Compatible Regular Expressions while performing
a search action. A systematic description of this formalism is not an aim of this work,
thus we present only a few examples below.
The $ character in REGEX syntax stands for an anchor to the end of the string.
Thus the query stylowy$ ‘stylish, in style’ would return results such as ponadstylowy
‘abovestylish’, neostylowy ‘neostylish’ and emocjonalno-stylowy ‘emotionally-stylish’. Similarly, the ^ character matches the start of the string to which the regex pattern is applied;
thus the query ^pseudo would return such words as pseudozdrajca ‘pseudotraitor’, pseudowynalazca ‘pseudoinventor’, pseudoszwabacha ‘pseudoschwabacher (a specific blackletter typeface)’.
A slightly more advanced example of a regular expression is ^.{4}$ , which returns words
consisting of exactly four characters.
For more advanced examples of regular expressions usage see Friedl (2006), Good (2004)
and Stubblebine (2003).
3.1.2 Search operators
Modern search engines provide a feature allowing one to make search results more precise using so-called search operators. A similar solution is implemented in the National
Photocorpus.
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Figure 7: View of the entry for the word obocznik
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Figure 8: Results obtained with the use of a regular expression

Part of speech. Using the pos operator one can return results matching only the selected
part of speech. Available values are: verb, part, num, particle, pred, prep, adj, adv, subst,
conj, interj, ppron, other. For example, adding pos:adj to a query will cause it to return
only adjectives.
Number. The string number:pl in a query will restrict the results to plurals only. Other
available values are sg, pt (pluralia tantum) and du (dual).
Source. The string source:IJ_698 in the search input will return only words found in the
book Encyklopedia techniki. Przemysl spożywczy (Banecki et al., 1978), because IJ_698
is its ID within the system.
Reflexive form. For the purposes of binary features, the feature operator was introduced.
At present it allows one to restrict the results to reflexive verbs using feature:reflexivum .
Multiple search operators can be used in one query and they can be combined with regular
expressions. For example ^s source:IJ_2788 will return words beginning with the letter
s from the source with the selected ID.

3.1.3 A fronte and a tergo neighbourhood
On the details page of each entry, a fronte and a tergo neighbourhoods are presented. For
example, for the entry ślimaczenie sie such a neighbourhood is:
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śliczniuchny
śliczniutki
śliczniutko
ślicznotka
ślimaczenie sie
ślimaczo
ślimakowato
ślimakowo
ślimakowo-wirnikowy

próżniaczenie
pólmajaczenie
żydlaczenie
rozkulaczenie
(sie) ślimaczenie
przysmaczenie
re-tlumaczenie
przetlumaczenie
idiotlumaczenie

On the NFJP website 36 words above and below the displayed unit are visible (Figure 7), which is useful particularly in a research regarding word formation and inflection
(Grzegorczykowa & Puzynina, 1973; Obrebska-Jablońska et al., 1968).

3.1.4 Other features and materials
For each of the words relative usage frequency is shown, within the period 1900–2000
(count per million words in publications from each year). See Figure 9.
The website also contains materials in five languages (Polish, German, English, Russian
and Japanese) describing the purpose of the project, its methodology and the significance
of the results, as well as information regarding other projects focused on Polish vocabulary
undertaken prior to NFJP, a bibliography, and a library containing information about all
of the publications describing NFJP materials.
3.2

Case studies

3.2.1 Lexical inventions of Adolf Nowaczyński
The authors of the work Archikastrat, emancypaństwo i krytykretyni. . . analysed the linguistic creativity of Adolf Nowaczyński, a Polish writer, poet, playwright, critic, and social
and political activist (Dzienisiewicz et al., 2017).
In the course of the analysis the authors distinguished five categories: words which had
been commonly used before they first appeared in Nowaczyński’s works (A), words which
had occurred several times before they first appeared in Nowaczyński’s works (B), words
with single or several occurrences after they first appeared in Nowaczyński’s works (C),
words whose use might have originated within Nowaczyński’s idiolect (D), and words
discovered solely in Nowaczyński’s writings (E).
To perform analyses of this type, one may utilise two functions available in NFJP: the
diachronic frequency of a word, and the search operator source: , allowing one to select
all of the units recorded for the first time in a given publication.
One of the publications included in the NFJP canon is Góry z piasku by Adolf Nowaczyński,
where such units as afiszowość, aluzjonizm, junaczość, omlacanie, katastrefa, powstydzenie, wyklecić, proteuszowo, regencki, renomista, zniewieścialec, lubownictwo, nieobmieciony, nawalesać sie, mieszczuszek, nieprzylaczony, nierozpowity, nierozjatrzanie,
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niedźwigajacy, niekablakowaty, nieświatowość, oblagowywanie and zlotorunny were discovered.
Most of the presented words are especially interesting in terms of their word-formative
features, e.g. zniewiescialec (a personal noun denoting ‘an effeminate man’), zlotorunny
(an adjective derived from the phrase ‘Golden Fleece’), powstydzenie (an unusual form
of the word ‘ashamedness’ with the prefix po-; the common Polish form is zawstydzenie),
mieszczuszek (‘a little city slicker’; an original example of the use of the diminutive suffix
-ek).
Some of the above units were included in the categories devised by the authors; however,
some of them were not recorded by them, although they meet the criteria for category E,
that is, words discovered only in Nowaczyński’s writings. The corpus of the Discovermat
system (which served as a point of reference for the authors) returns one result for the
query junaczość from an article by Nowaczyński published in Nowy Przeglad Literatury i
Sztuki.

3.2.2 NRF and RFN
In the period of the Polish People’s Republic two names were used to denote Western Germany, namely, Niemiecka Republika Federalna (NRF) and Republika Federalna Niemiec
(RFN). Both abbreviations are included in NFJP, thus their diachronic frequency of occurrence in texts can be traced (Figure 9; Dzienisiewicz, 2017).
3.3

Russian and Soviet lexical borrowings

The list of publications available on the NFJP website enables one to distinguish several
groups of sources which might include Russian and Soviet lexical borrowings, that is
(Wawrzyńczyk, 2014):
• translations of Russian literary works (Chekhov, Dostoyevsky, Gogol, Lermontov,
Pushkin, Solzhenitsyn, Tolstoy);
• translations of journalistic writings, diaries, letters and scholarly texts of, among
others, Byelinsky, Herzen, Dostoyevsky, Zinovyev, Likhachov;
• diaries and correspondence of the Polish people who were sent to Russia and the
USSR;
• works by Polish authors who lived in the Russian Partition.
Using the source: operator one can obtain a list of words recorded for the first time in
the above works. Even a cursory overview of the units brings to light some which might
be of interest to scholars specialising in Russian borrowings, as it includes the following
words: niepuszkinowski, grażdański, sowchozowy, sofista-slowianofil, pólimperial.
Even more interesting cases of words can be found in Pushkin’s works (included in NFJP):
• the word niedaleczko discovered in the saying Rzeklbym slóweczko, lecz wilk niedaleczko
(Сказал бы словечко, да волк недалечко, ‘walls have ears’);
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Figure 9: Photographic quotations and diachronic frequency of occurrence of NRF (upper graph) and RFN (lower
graph)
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• the word dych, which appeared in the expression ani slychu, ani dychu (Ни слуху
ни духу, ‘there has been no news of somebody or something’).
With the use of the described method a large-scale analysis of Russian borrowings can be
conducted on the materials contained in NFJP.
3.4

Features to be released shortly

3.4.1 Morpheme segmentation
The automation of morpheme segmentation is not a trivial task and can be performed
in various ways. Considering the fact that there are no large sets of annotated data
for many languages and that creating them requires a huge amount of work, solutions
based on unsupervised machine learning (Creutz & Lagus, 2007, 2005; Goldsmith, 2001)
and minimally supervised machine learning techniques are popular. In the latter case
models are learned from a small number of segmented words and a large number of
unsegmented words (Ruokolainen et al., 2016). Fortunately, there are publications for
Polish that make supervised machine learning techniques applicable without the need
for additional annotating efforts, so that we can easily compare the performance of both
approaches.
For the purposes of supervised machine learning two volumes of The Dictionary of Derivational Nests of Modern Polish were used (Jadacka & Bondkowska, 2002; Vogelgesang,
2001) with a total of 50,000 words. They required a pre-processing stage before performing supervised learning, because the format used was not segmented orthographic text.
The only methodological difference between source segmentation and the one used in the
described set is the abandoning of the null morpheme concept, which has no rational
motivation in morpheme segmentation (nor in linguistics in general, cf. Mańczak, 1996:
11).
During the work the above set was split into random training and test subsets to perform
cross-validation. The rule-based model was used as a baseline for machine learning techniques. It is similar to the one described by Yang (2007) but is simpler and based on a
predefined list of morphemes.
In terms of supervised machine learning techniques, the problem of morpheme segmentation can be treated as a problem of binary classification, that is whether the morpheme
boundary should or should not be placed between certain letters in a word (this approach
is similar to the one described by Neubig et al., 2011 for Japanese). In order to determine
the best classifier for this purpose, various methods available in the scikit-learn Python library were tested (Pedregosa et al., 2011). For each of the classifiers Confusion matrix was
computed as well as other evaluation metrics, such as Accuracy, F1 score and Matthews
correlation coefficient (MCC).
The optimal set of features seems to be similar to some of the features proposed for Arabic
by (Monroe et al., 2014). In the case of the Polish language it consists of:
• a five-character window around the analysed character boundary;
• character n-grams made from the current character and up to the next four characters;
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• character n-grams made from the current character and up to the previous four
characters.
From the methods available within scikit-learn, only Decision Trees offers comparable
results. Although the results of Decision Trees are weaker than those obtained using a
linear Support Vector Classifier, its moderate effectiveness encourages us to check the
results of combining both Decision Trees and SVC, using for instance a Voting Classifier.
The idea is to combine different machine learning classifiers and use the average of the
predicted probabilities offered by each of the combined methods. The method described,
however, does not produce significantly better results.
A different approach to morpheme segmentation is to use a Conditional Random Fields
statistical sequence modelling framework (Tseng et al., 2005). The problem is basically to
predict a vector y = {y0 , y1 , . . . , yT } of variables for a feature vector x. It can be solved by
learning an independent per-position classifier that maps x 7→ ys for each s, as was done
in the above section, ignoring the sequential aspect of the data. By contrast, Conditional
Random Fields refers to neighbouring samples and predicts a sequence of labels for a
sequence of input sample (Sutton & McCallum, 2012).
For the purposes of this work, CRFsuite was used (Okazaki, 2007). This offers various
training methods (such as Limited-memory BFGS, Orthant-Wise Limited-memory QuasiNewton, Stochastic Gradient Descent, Averaged Perceptro, Passive Aggressive, Adaptive
Regularization Of Weight Vector) and simple TSV input format.
The final CRF-based solution performed as efficiently as the best SVM-based solution in
terms of evaluation metrics, even though it seems to outperform it when examining the
results. It uses the Passive Aggressive training method (Crammer et al., 2006) and the
following features (let c[t] be the current character in a word):
• a five-character window around the analysed character boundary
(c[t- 2]|c[t-1]|c[t]|c[t+1]|c[t+2]);
• character n-grams made from the current character and up to four following characters (e.g. c[t]|c[t+1] for a bigram);
• character n-grams made from the current character and up to four previous characters (e.g. c[t-2]| c[t-1]|c[t] for a trigram);
• every single character within the word identified as e.g. c[t-4];
• c[t-2]|c[t-1] and c[t+1]|c[t+2];
• c[t-2]|c[t] and c[t]|c[t+2]=n|e.
Moreover, a family of methods for unsupervised learning of morphological segmentation
was tested (e.g. one utilizing probabilistic generative models), as well as semi- (minimally)
supervised machine learning (including a model trained on the full National Corpus of
Polish skipping compounds with a random probability, this being expected to speed up
the training considerably with only a minor loss in model performance; cf. Virpioja et al.,
2013).
None of these attempts, however, resulted in a level of performance comparable to those
obtained using the final SVM- and CRF-based models.
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The features proposed in the literature for unrelated languages such as Chinese and
Japanese are applicable to Polish with only minor modifications. The fact that the performance limit for three conceptually different methods stands at a similar level suggests
that it is either a limit of machine learning methods (at least at this level of advancement)
or a limit of training on the data set described in this paper. Observation of incorrect
classifications reveals that they are sometimes related to the idea behind the Dictionary
of Derivational Nests of Modern Polish, where some derivatives are presented without
inherited morphological structure. This supports the second hypothesis.
Future work will focus on developing better training sets and on testing deep learning
methods, as well as other ensemble combinations. Independently of this, the solution
described in the present chapter is production-ready, and will be released shortly on the
NFJP website.
3.5

Phonetic and phonematic transcription

Maria Steffen-Batóg proposed mechanisms of phonetic and phonematic transcription for
Polish, based solely on the character context of a particular letter. The algorithm assumes
iterative reading of input orthographic text (character by character) and matching of
appropriate left and right context definitions from the tables of rules created by SteffenBatogowa (1975) and Steffen-Batóg & Nowakowski (1997). In each of the tables the first
row contains a formal definition of the right context, and the first column a definition of
the left context. The proper transcription can be found at the intersection of the matching
definitions.
The proposed formal definitions of left and right context (ca. 500 unique descriptions and
many more combinations) were implemented using regular expressions. The correctness
of the algorithm is currently being checked on the vast material of NFJP, and required
fixes are continuously applied.
3.6

The formal definition of neologism

Matyka (2010) formulated three questions regarding neologisms:
• How can one objectively check whether a word is a new one?
• How one can determine its age?
• When should a lexicographer assume that a neologism is old enough to place it in
his dictionary?
Answers to these and similar questions should consider that a word may be widespread
within one group, but completely unknown within another.
For this purpose the Herfindahl–Hirschman Index was adapted. This is a measure of the
size of companies in relation to their industry, widely applied in competition law as an
indicator of the degree of competition (Calkins, 1983). It is expressed as the sum of squares
of the shares:

HHI =

N
X
i=1
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The HHI is the same as Simpson’s index (Magurran, 1988: 39–40) used in ecology to measure the concentration of individuals classified into types (the two indices were proposed
independently for analogous purposes). The HHI has also been used outside these fields,
for instance to quantify level of political competition (Davidson et al., 2008).
In our case it reflects the concentration or dispersion of word usage among sources. A
high value means that there are only a few sources to which the majority of word usage
cases belong. The smaller the value, the greater the dispersion of the word among sources
from a given year.

Figure 10: Word usage dispersion

In Figure 10 vertical lines denote some key moments, namely when HHI for the first
time took a value smaller than 0.2 (interpreted in law and economics as unconcentrated
industry) and the value 0 (highly competitive industry).

4. Discussion and perspectives
In the course of the development of NFJP, other e-lexicographic projects were derived
from the original undertaking, namely the Great Photocorpus of 20th-Century Vietnamese
and the Great Photocorpus of Korean. Created with the use of techniques developed while
working on NFJP, the new enterprises provide us with some insights about the application
of the original methodology to languages that are genetically unrelated to Polish.
Because in Vietnamese spaces are used not only to separate words, but also syllables
(which may be words in themselves), from the perspective of photodocumentation procedures and software developed originally for Indo-European languages, such as Polish,
an attempt to process Vietnamese words resembles in some way a multi-word expression analysis. Indeed, what we have done is treat Vietnamese words exactly as Polish
multiword units within our system. The main difference relates to the above-mentioned
problem; however, it is common to almost every natural language processing task involving Vietnamese, and thus has well-established solutions proposed in the literature. We
decided to rely on the vnTokenizer, utilising the hybrid approach to word segmentation
(Hông Phuong et al., 2008).
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Figure 11: Newspaper from the 1970s with headlines written horizontally and article content vertically

In the Korean project a new problem arises, related solely to the automatic excerpt generation mechanism: text can be written either horizontally from left to right or vertically
from top to bottom. What is more, both writing styles may be used on the same page, as
shown in Figure 11.
The rest of the workflow, for both Korean and Vietnamese, remains almost entirely the
same.
Despite the advancement of some features presented in this paper, plans are much more
ambitious – for example, we intend to use methods generally not applied in the humanities, such as word2vec software, which can be used to determine semantic and syntactic
relations between words (Mikolov et al., 2013c,a,b). These can be used in many ways
– from simple visualisation of semantics to finding diachronic synonyms of a word and
tracking changes of word meanings.
The future is near and will be even more e-.
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